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The Statue and the Clay
JUDITH JARVIS THOMSON

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
1. The problem, familiarly enough, emerges as follows. Suppose I bought a ten
pound portion of clay at 9AM. What is a portion of clay? We will returnto that
question.For the time being, a portionof clay is some clay. It is a quantityof clay.
Let us give the name CLAYto it:
CLAY = the ten pound portion of clay I bought at 9AM.
Suppose that at noon, I made a statue of King Alfred the Greatout of it, and that
I put it on the table at 2PM. Let us give the name ALFRED to the statue:
ALFRED = the statue on the table at 2PM.
How are ALFRED and CLAYrelated to each other?That is the problem.
Is this supposed to be a hard problem? Why isn't the solution simply that
ALFRED is CLAY?If we can say that
IdentityThesis: ALFRED = CLAY
is true, then the problem is solved, easily.
Some people say it is obvious that the Identity Thesis will not do, for the
following reason. By hypothesis, they say, I bought CLAY at 9AM, so
(1) CLAY existed at 9AM
is true.But, they say, it is obvious thatALFRED did not come into existence until
noon, so
(2) ALFRED did not exist at 9AM
is also true.And they go on to say it is thereforeobvious that the IdentityThesis
is false. (A similar argumentturnson my smashingALFRED at midnight.)
? 1998 Blackwell Publishers Inc., 350 Main Street, Malden, MA 02148, USA,
and 108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 IJF,UK.
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If we accept this argument,then we do have a hard problem before us. ALFRED and CLAY plainly stand in some intimate relation to each other-they
currentlyoccupy the same place, they currentlyhave the same shape, size, color,
texture,smell, and so on and on. In whatrelationdo they standto each otherif not
identity? Opponentsof the IdentityThesis say we should say that CLAYconstitutes ALFRED.But what can "constitutes"mean for these purposes?Opponents
of the IdentityThesis have not found it at all easy to say.
Moreover,the IdentityThesis does not merely supplyus with a simple solution
to our problem:the solution it supplies is attractivein anotherway too. For let us
take a closer look at the fact that ALFRED and CLAY currentlyhave the same
shape. ALFRED is blob-shapedon top, then is wider in the middle; the same is
true of CLAY.The following is on any view true:
(3) ALFRED is a statue at 2PM
Isn't
(4) CLAYis a statue at 2PM
also true? But if (3) and (4) are both true, and ALFRED is not identical with
CLAY,then there are two statues on the table at 2PM, one of which is ALFRED
and the otherof which is CLAY-both of them, I add, occupying the same place.
That certainly sounds false.
Let us stop over (4) for a moment. Wouldn't it be odd to deny it? No doubt
CLAYwas not a statueat 9AM, but isn't it one at 2PM?What,afterall, is a statue?
Isn't it merely a portion of clay, or stone, or wood, or metal, shaped in a certain
way, with a certain intention,by some person?Isn't what I did at noon precisely
to make CLAYbecome a statue?Opponentsof the IdentityThesis would say "No
no, you can't make a portion of clay become a statue,you can only make it come
to constitute a statue."Is there really any good reason to agree?'
If we disagree-if we instead believe that a statue is merely a portion of clay,
or stone, or wood, or metal, shaped in a certain way, with a certain intention, by
some person-then we can have the IdentityThesis, and we can thereforehave
thatthereis only one statueon the table now, viz., ALFRED,viz., CLAY,andthat
ALFRED has been in existence as long as CLAY has been, though of course
ALFRED, viz., CLAY,did not become a statue until noon.
It might pay to set this idea into a wider context. A great many propertiescan
be called temporaryproperties,thatis, propertiesthata thingcan have at one time
and not at another.Here are some examples:
some temporaryproperties:being a wife, a teenager, a student,.
hungry,round,red, ....

being

(I divide these into two groups because while those in the first group are commonly called phase- or stage-properties,those in the second arenot; all, however,
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are temporary.)Suppose that Mary got marriedat noon. Her marryingdid not
make a wife come into existence: it merely made her become a wife. Yourreaching the age of 20 did not make a teenagergo out of existence; it merely made you
cease to be a teenager.And so on.
There is a sub-class of temporarypropertiesthat are particularlyinteresting
for presentpurposes, of which the following are examples:
some shape-constrainedtemporaryproperties:being a puddle of M, a piece
of M, a lump of M, ..., being a heap of M, a mound of M, a stack of M, ....
"M"here is short for an appropriatemass-noun, such as "clay,""soup," "pudding," "coal,""wood"and so on. (I divide these too into two groups,for a reason
that will emerge later.And I say "appropriate"because while a thing can be a
puddle of soup, nothing can be a puddle of clay; and while a thing can be a piece
of clay, nothing can be a piece of soup.)
These shape-constrainedtemporarypropertiesareof interestto us in two ways.
First,the things thatacquireand lose these propertiesareportionsof stuff, that
is, portionsof clay, soup, pudding,coal, wood, and so on. A portionof clay might
be scatteredin many little pieces aroundthe room; if we collect those pieces and
mash them together,we do not make a piece of clay come into existence-rather,
we make the portion of clay become a piece of clay, and if the piece is moundshaped, we also make the portion of clay become a mound of clay. The portion
can also lose those properties:it will lose them if we cut it up into little pieces and
scatterthem aroundthe room again. Second, what fixes whethera portion of an
appropriatestuff has one of those propertiesis its shape. If a portion of clay is, so
to speak, gappy, as when it is scatteredaroundthe room, it is neither a piece of
clay nor a mound of clay. When it is no longer gappy, as when it is mashed
together,it is a piece of clay, and if it is mound-shaped,it is also a moundof clay.
Now let us go back to statues.Why shouldn'twe include being a statueamong
the temporarypropertiespossessed from time to time by portions of stuff? Why
shouldn't we suppose that it is, like being a piece of clay, a propertythat can be
had by a portion of clay at one time and not at another?No doubt shape does not
wholly fix whethera portion of clay is a statue:if a portion of clay falls out of a
window and in consequence now looks like Queen Victoria,that does not mean it
is a statue of Queen Victoriaor of anythingelse. But if a portion of clay is moulded by some person in orderto make a statue of Queen Victoria-and does manage to resemble her in some degree-then isn't it (the portion of clay) now a
statue of Queen Victoria, and a fortiori a statue?
Why not say the same of all artifact-properties,thus not merely being a statue,
but also being a chair, being a car, being a ship, and so on?
??? some furthertemporaryproperties:(artifact-properties)being a statue,a
chair, a car, a ship, ....
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Doesn't a scatteredportion of wood become a chair when you arrangeit into a
chair?And cease to be a chair when you disarrangeit again? In all these cases,
shape is relevant, though so too is intention.
If we say that being a statue is a temporarypropertypossessed from time to
time by portions of stuff, then we can have that attractive Identity Thesis for
ALFRED and CLAY,and analogous theses for all artifacts.And there is no hard
problemraised by the statue and the clay.
It is a nice idea, I think.At all events, if we are to be forced to reject it, we must
be providedwith something strongerthan the argumentI gave at the outset. And
we really should try to be clear about exactly why we have to reject the Identity
Thesis (if we do) since what forces us to reject it (if anythingdoes) is what makes
CLAYmerely constituteALFRED, and should thereforehelp us to see what constituting is.

2. Alas, there is another,equally familiar, but considerably stronger argument
against the IdentityThesis. Suppose thatjust before 3PM I breakoff ALFRED's
left hand, replace it with a new one, and throw the old one on the floor. CLAYis
not wholly on the table at 3PM, for part of it is on the floor then:
(5) CLAY is not wholly on the table at 3PM.
But isn't ALFRED wholly on the table at 3PM? If
(6) ALFRED is wholly on the table at 3PM
is also true, then the IdentityThesis is false.
I will call this a replacementargument.(We will meet more replacementarguments later.) Should we accept it?
Sentence (5), I think, we really do have to accept. In breakingoff ALFRED's
left hand I was breakinga part of CLAY off from the rest of CLAY,a part, we
should note, thatis itself a portion of clay. I divided CLAYinto two sub-portions
of clay, a big one, which I left on the table, and a little one, which I threw on the
floor. So the portionof clay we began with-and thatI am calling CLAY-is now
scattered;it is not wholly on the table now, and (5) is thereforetrue.
What about (6)? Can't a statue undergoreplacementof a part?We certainly
think of artifacts generally as capable of undergoingreplacementsof parts. If a
thief snaps the windshield wiper off your car and steals it, or steals a tire or a
whole wheel, or a bumper,or a fender,then you might replacethe stolen part;and
afterthe replacement,we think thatyou still have the car you originally had, and
that it is still in front of your house, though the part the thief took is long gone
across town.
If you get a new windshieldwiper for your car,thenin one way, of course, your
car is not the same: it has a windshield wiper it formerly did not have. Just as if
you drive your car througha puddle of mud, then in one way your car is not the
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same: it is dirtierthan it was. But these changes are changes in it, that is, in the
very car you have owned all along. We might say that the car isn't the same, for
it has changed-but it is it, the same car, that has changed.
I think we had better agree, and thus that we had better reject the Identity
Thesis. Philosophy should not departmore thanit absolutelyhas to from what we
ordinarilythink and say, and it seems as plain as day that we do ordinarilythink
and say that artifactscan and often do undergoreplacementof parts.2
Therearedifficulties in the offing. First,while it is all well andgood to say that
artifactscan undergoreplacementof parts, they cannot undergoreplacementof
too large a part all at once. If a thief snaps the windshield wiper off your car and
you replace the windshield wiper, we do think you have the same car after the
replacement.If the thief instead snaps everything else off the windshield wiper,
and you replace everything he removed, we do not think you have the same car
after the replacement.But how large is too large?
A second difficulty is generatedby series of replacementsof small parts.Some
people thinkthatan artifactcan undergoreplacementof all its small parts, if they
are replacedone by one, slowly enough. Can that be right?
(i) Suppose I bought a car in 1977. The car didn't work very well, but I loved
it. So I replacedits parts,slowly, small partby small part.In the end, the car I now
have has no small partsthatwere partsof it when I bought it. Can it really be that
the car I now have is the car I bought in 1977? That seems intuitively wrong. It
seems intuitively worse when we discover that my neighborhas been collecting
the small partsI discarded,and has now fitted them all togetherjust as they were
fitted together in 1977. For many of us now undergo a gestalt shift: surely, we
feel, it is my neighbor,not me, who has the car I bought in 1977. (I here up-date
the problemof the Ship of Theseus.)
Moreover, (ii) suppose the car I bought in 1977 was a 1977 Chevrolet. Suppose the parts I replaced its parts with were those of a 1947 Buick I happenedto
have owned as well. And suppose that I slowly replaced all of the parts of the
Chevrolet with all of the parts of the Buick. Has my 1977 Chevrolet become a
1947 Buick? (Why didn't I instead just move the Buick, part by part, into the
space formerly occupied by the Chevrolet?Can it have been my intentions that
made the difference?)
These difficulties are serious. Ordinarythought about artifacts supplies no
answer to the question how large a part is too large, or to the question whether
thereis a point in a series of replacementsof small partsat which the result is not
the artifactwe began with, and if so, what marksit. On the otherhand, we cannot
simply declare that there is vagueness here, since identity is not vague, or so I
throughoutassume.
Some philosophersthereforeconclude that artifactscannot undergoreplacement of any part, and others that there are no artifacts at all. These responses
strike me as weird. But I am not even going to try to produce a better one. I will
simply suppose-with ordinarythought-that artifactscan undergoreplacement
of a small part, leaving open how small is small, and what happens when (or
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would happenif) a replacementof a small partis (or if it were) partof a series of
such replacements.
In particular,I will suppose thatALFRED remainedwholly on the table after
replacementof his left hand. CLAY,however, did not. Then how are ALFRED
andCLAYrelatedto each other?We can call the relation"constituting"if we like;
we now have to say what constitutingis.
3. We are committed to supposing that one thing can constitute anotherat one
time and not at another.CLAY,we are supposing, constitutesALFRED at 2PM.
But CLAYdoes not constituteALFRED at 3PM, for partof CLAYis on the floor
at 3PM. I drew attentionto temporarypropertiesin section 1; so it looks as if the
two-place relation 'x constitutes y' is, analogously, a temporaryrelation. For a
variety of reasons, it will be simpler for us to aim at analyzing, not the two-place
relation 'x constitutesy', but insteadthe three-placerelation 'x constitutesy at t'.
We lose nothing in doing so, for we can go back and forth at will: CLAY,for
example, has the two-place relation 'x constitutes y' to ALFRED at 2PM if and
only if CLAYhas the three-placerelation 'x constitutes y at t' to ALFRED and
2PM. (This three-placerelationis plainly not a temporaryrelation:it is had at all
times if at any time, and so cannot be acquiredand lost.)
Very well: what is the three-place constituting-relation?It can, I suggest, be
analyzed wholly in terms of parthoodwith the help of a few modal operators.
We need to fix three ideas about parthood before proceeding. First, we are
supposingthatone materialobject can be partof a anotherat one time and not at
another-ALFRED's left hand, for example, is part of ALFRED at 2PM but not
at 3PM. So we are supposing that the two-place relation 'x is part of y' is a
temporaryrelation.But as in the case of constituting,it will be simpler for us to
focus, not on the two-place relation 'x is partof y', but insteadon the three-place
relation 'x is partof y at t'. As before, we lose nothingin doing so: ALFRED's left
hand,for example, has the two-place relation 'x is partof y' to ALFRED at 2PM
if and only if ALFRED's left handhas the three-placerelation 'x is partof y at t'
to ALFRED and 2PM. (And this three-placerelation too is plainly not a temporaryrelation:it too is had at all times if at any time.)
Second, I will follow two conventions governing the word "part"that are
common in the literatureon parts and wholes. I will call them housekeeping
conventions.The first is thatthe word "parts"is throughoutnot restrictedto what
areoften called "properparts".For example, we areto suppose thatALFREDhas
among his parts at 2PM: his head, his hands, his feet, and himself. More generally, we are to suppose that
(i) x exists at t -

x is part of x at t.

The second housekeeping convention is that parthoodentails existence. For example,ALFRED's left handis partof ALFRED at 1PMonly if both exist at 1PM.
More generally,
(ii) x is part of y at t -e x and y both exist at t.3
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Third, since what I am concerned with throughoutis material objects, the
parthood relation I make use of is parthoodon material objects. Many people
have said of otherkinds of entities thatthey too have parts. Some people say that
a subset of a set is partof it. Some people say thatpropositionshave parts.Many
people say thatevents have parts.Anyone who uses the word "parts"in respect of
things of a kind K must tell us what for his or her purposesis to count as one K's
being part of another.Since what I am concerned with is material objects, my
variablesx, y, and z will throughoutrange only over materialobjects. And I will
suppose that the parthoodrelation I make use of is governed by the following
biconditional:
x is part of y at t <
occupied by y at t.

the space occupied by x at t is part of the space

What is it for one space to be partof another?On some views, spaces are sets
of space points. If they are, then one space is part of anotherjust in case it is a
subset of the other.No doubtthere are otherpossibilities too. I leave this open. It
is essential to a materialobject y that it be spatially located at all times at which
it exists; andintuitively,y's partsat a time t arejust those materialobjects thatare
where y is at t. Perhapsthose materialobjects are not parts of y throughouty's
life. Perhapsthey are not even parts of y for very long. But they are parts of y
at t. It is this intuition that the biconditionalis intendedto express.
It is of course arguablethat we do not know what space a thing y occupies at
a time unless we alreadyknow what things x are parts of it at that time. It is for
thatreason thatI do not define parthoodon materialobjects in terms of parthood
on spaces. It is enough for our purposes that the two go together-hence the
biconditional.
And it should be be added that exactness of spatial location is not to be expected. Materialobjects have atomic, indeed subatomic,parts;what is theirexact
location, andthusthe exact locationof a materialobjectmadeof them?We needn't
care, for exactness is not requiredfor our purposes: it is enough for us that a
materialobject's parts are whereverit is, and vice versa.
We can now take our first step in defining constitution:surely x constitutes y
at t only if x and y occupy the same space at t-thus only if x is part of y at t and
y is part of x at t.4
But mutualparthood,while necessary for constituting,is not sufficient for it.
For example, CLAY and ALFRED occupy the same space at 2PM, and we do
want to have thatCLAYconstitutesALFRED then; but we surely do not want to
have thatALFRED constitutesCLAYthen, so therehas to be a furthercondition
or conditions in the definition, in orderto fix that constitutinggoes one way but
not the other.Finding the needed furthercondition or conditions is the hardjob.
Let us go back. I invited you to agree in section 2 that when (shortly before
3PM) I brokeALFRED's left hand off and threw it on the floor, CLAY got scattered.It was crucial to the story I told thatin breakingALFRED's hand off, I was
breaking a part of CLAY off from the rest of CLAY, and not merely a part of
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CLAYbut more important,a part of CLAYthat was, itself, a portion of clay-it
was a sub-portionof the portion of clay that I am calling CLAY.For two ideas
about portions of clay seem to me very plausible. The first is that if a portion of
clay is on a table, and you breakoff a part of it that is itself a portion of clay and
throw that part on the floor, then what remains on the table is not the original
portion, but is merely a properpart of it.
More generally,if x is a portion of clay and y is a portion of clay and x is part
of y at a time, then if y still exists at a latertime, then x is still partof y at thatlater
time. More strongly,if x is a portionof clay and y is a portionof clay and x is part
of y at a time, then necessarily if y exists at any time, then x is part of y at that
time. If we abbreviate"x is part of y at t" as "x<y@t," and "x exists at t" as
"xE@t,"then we can reputthe idea here as follows:
Portion of Clay Principle:{x is a portion of clay & y is a portion of clay &
(3t)(x<y@t)]}

-X

Ll(Vt)(yE@t

-X

x<y@t)

I should think that analogues of this principle are also true of a great many other
stuffs M, such as coal, soup, pudding, wood, and so on. (We will have another
look at such principles in section 5.)
Let us give the name CLAYHAND to the portion of clay that was part of
CLAYat 2PM, but which I broke off from the rest of CLAYshortly before 3PM.
Given the Portion of Clay Principle, CLAYcannot exist at a time unless CLAYHAND is part of CLAY at that time.
CLAYHAND was not merely a part of CLAY at 2PM, it was also part of
ALFRED then. But ALFRED's left hand having been replaced shortly before
3PM, CLAYHANDis not partof ALFREDat 3PM. Indeed,ALFRED's left hand
having been wholly replaced, no part of CLAYHAND is part of ALFRED at
3PM. So ALFRED can exist at a time at which no partof CLAYHANDis partof
ALFRED.
To returnnow to constituting. We would like to have it turn out that CLAY
constitutesALFRED at 2PM. It is plain that the following is true:
(i) CLAY<ALFRED@2PM & ALFRED<CLAY@2PM.5
The considerationswe have just surveyed make clear that the following is also
true:
(ii) There is a z such that z<CLAY@2PM, and such that z is essential to
CLAY,and nothing that is part of z at 2PM is essential to ALFRED.
(CLAYHANDis a z that meets that condition.)
I suggest that we can also say:
(iii) NOT-(There is a z such that z<ALFRED@2PM, and such that z is
essential to ALFRED,andnothingthatis partof z at 2PM is essential to
CLAY).
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Why so? Thereis at least one z such thatz was partof ALFREDat 2PM, and such
that z is essential to ALFRED, namely ALFRED himself. (ALFRED is always
part of ALFRED, and ALFRED cannot exist at a time without having ALFRED
among his parts at that time.) But ALFRED had many parts at 2PM which were
portions of clay, and given the Portion of Clay Principle,they are all essential to
CLAY.Is there anotherz such that z was part of ALFRED at 2PM, and such that
z is essential to ALFRED? Perhapsyou think thatALFRED had, at 2PM, a big
properpart-much bigger than his left hand-which is essential to ALFRED?
Even if so, anything that was a big properpart of ALFRED at 2PM, had (as did
ALFRED himself) many portions of clay among its parts then, and they are all
essential to CLAY.So (iii) is true.
I suggest now thatwe should say that(i), (ii), and (iii) arenecessary andjointly
sufficient for the truthof "CLAYconstitutesALFRED at 2PM".And generalizing, that we should define constitutingas follows:
x constitutes y at t =df
(1)x<y@t & y<x@t &
(2) (3z){z<x@t & D(VT)(xE@T -e z<x@T) &
(Vz')[z'<z@t - 0(3T)(yE@T & -'(z'<y@T)]} &
(3) NOT-[(3z){z<y@t & Dl(VT)(yE@T -e z<y@T) &
(Vz')[z'<z@t

-> 0(3T)(xE@T

& -i(z'<x@T)]}]

It is easy to see thatif x constitutesy at t, then y does not constitutex at t. So given
(i), (ii), and (iii), andthereforethatCLAYconstitutesALFREDat 2PM, it follows
thatALFREDdoes not constituteCLAYat 2PM. It can also be seen-though not
quite so easily (I leave the proof as an exercise for the reader)-that if x constitutes y at t, and y constitutes z at t, then x constitutes z at t.6
I suggest, then, thatthat does it.7And the definition we have reacheddoes not
merely happen to yield the results it should: there is a good reason why it does.
What condition (2) does is to generalize on the very fact that led us to say that
CLAYis not identical with ALFREDbut merely constitutesit. We concluded that
CLAYis not identicalwith ALFREDon groundof my having done the following:
I replaceda partof ALFRED,leaving ALFREDon the table but scatteringCLAY.
(It should be stressed that in replacing that part of ALFRED, I was removing it
and all of its partsfromALFRED.) For me to have succeeded in doing that,there
had to be a partof CLAYthat CLAYcould not lose but thatALFRED could lose
every part of. That CLAYhad such a part is exactly what condition (2) requires.
By contrast,I could not have replaceda partof CLAY,leaving CLAYon the table
but scatteringALFRED. For me to have succeeded in doing that, there would
have to have been a partof ALFREDthatALFREDcould not lose but thatCLAY
could lose every part of. ThatALFRED had no such part is exactly what condition (3) requires.
In short, CLAYis more tightly tied to its partsthanALFREDis, and thatis the
ontological differencebetween them markedby saying thatCLAYis not identical
with but merely constitutedALFRED.
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The same holds for any otherpairof an artifactandthe stuff of which it is made
at a time t. Let WOOD be the portion of wood of which CHAIRis made at t. You
can replace a partof CHAIR, leaving CHAIRbut scatteringWOOD; you cannot
replace a part of WOOD, leaving WOOD but scatteringCHAIR. The definition
thereforeyields thatWOOD is not identical with CHAIR, but merely constitutes
it at t. And so on.

This outcome is as it should be. Continuity of shape mattersto an artifact's
continued existence more than continuity of materialparts: a fortiori, the artifact's materialpartscan change while the artifactremains.By contrast,continuity of materialpartsmattersto a stuff's continuedexistence more thancontinuity
of shape does; a fortiori, the stuff's shape can change while the stuff remains.
Whatwe have been looking at so far areonly pairsof an artifactand a stuff. We
move down an ontological level when we move down from ALFRED to CLAY.
We should see that similarthings are to be said when we move down yet another
ontological level, from CLAY to something else. The something else I have in
mind is what-borrowing a termfrom Locke-I will call a mass of atoms. However we need a piece of technical machineryin orderto be able to say what those
entities are.
4. Considera non-emptyset of materialobjects S. ("S"here is short for a name.)
I will say that x all-fuses S just in case x meets two conditions.
Condition (1) is that necessarily, x exists at a time if and only if all of the
membersof S exist at that time. (Hence the name "all-fusion".)
x all-fuses S

=df

(1) D(Vt){xE@t <

[(3y)(yeS)

& (Vy)(yeS -> yE@t)]}

&...

The first conjunctfollowing the double-arrow,namely "(3y)(yeS)," is intended
to insurethatx does not exist at a time in a worldW unless S itself exists in W, and
therefore (since sets cannot change their members) unless all of S's members
exist in W. The second conjunct,is intendedto insurethatall of S' s membersexist
when x does.
A second clause is needed, for clause (1) tells us only x's existence conditions,
and we need to know also what its parts are. I mean for y to be partof x at t if and
only if necessarily, x and y meet two conditions. First, x and y must exist at t:
(2) D(Vt)(Vy){y<x@t

<

[xE@t & yE@t &...

(Housekeeping convention (ii) requiresthis.) Let us say that z is discretefrom z'
at t just in case z and z' have no partsin common at t. Then we areto add, second,
that y must have no parts at t which are, at t, discrete from all of the membersof
S. Thus, abbreviating"is discrete from" as "D," we are to add, second:
...-i(3z)[z<y@t

& (Vz')(z'eS

-e

zDz'@t)]]}

(This shouldremindus of the notion 'fusion' in familiarmereological systemsfor a survey of such systems see Simons (1987)-and hence the name "allfusion".)
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In sum:
x all-fuses S

=df

(1) [(Vt){xE@t <
[(3y)(yeS) & (Vy)(yeS X yE@t)]} &
(2) l(Vt)(Vy){y<x@t
< 3 [xE@t & yE@t &

-i(3z)[z<y@t

& (Vz')(z'eS

-X

zDz'@t)]]}8

It can easily be seen that the definition yields that if x all-fuses S, then if x
exists at a time, then every memberof S does not merely exist at thattime, but is
also part of x at thattime. Let us suppose that x all-fuses the set whose members
are the chairs in my house. The chair I am now sitting on is now part of x, since
it has no parts now which are now discrete from all of the chairs in my house.
It can easily be seen that the definition also yields that if x all-fuses S, then if
x exists at a time, x also has a greatmany otherpartsat thattime. If x all-fuses the
set whose membersarethe chairsin my house, then everythingthatis now partof
the chair I am now sitting on is now part of x-the left front leg of the chair,for
example, is now part of x since it has no parts now which are now discrete from
all of the chairsin my house. Indeed,every atom thatis now partof the chairI am
now sitting on is now part of x.
What we have so far, however, is merely a definition. Does anything answer
to it?
Well, everythingis the all-fusion of at least one set, namely the set whose sole
memberis itself.
Again, I have been supposing that
Portion of Clay Principle:{x is a portion of clay & y is a portion of clay &
(3t)(x<y@t)]}

-e

E(Vt)(yE@t

-e

x<y@t)

is true.Then surely every portion of clay is the all-fusion of the set whose members are all of the portions of clay that are ever parts of it. And I should think we
could say also that for every set of portions of clay, there is a portion of clay
which all-fuses it, thus:
x is a portion of clay < for some set of portions of clay S,
x is the all-fusion of S
Similarly for other stuffs, such as soup, pudding, coal, wood, and so on.
Again, let us have anotherlook at a list I gave earlier:
some shape-constrainedtemporaryproperties:being a puddle of M, a piece
of M, a lump of M,.
being a heap of M, a mound of M, a stack of M, ...
where "M"is shortfor an appropriate'mass-noun', such as "clay,""soup,""pudding," "coal,""wood"and so on. I said thatthe things that acquireand lose these
properties are portions of stuff, that is, portions of clay, soup, pudding, coal,
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wood, and so on. We can now say that the things that acquire and lose these
propertiesare all-fusions of sets of portions of stuff.
The possibility of an attractivegeneralizationnow emerges. I divided that list
in two for an interestingreason. Considerthe following list:
being a heap of Cs, a mound of Cs, a stack of Cs, ...
where "Cs"is the pluralof a count-noun,as for example, "flowers,""bananas,"
"cards,""chairs,""beans,"and so on. Nothing can be a puddle, piece, or lump of
flowers, bananas,cards, and so on. But a thing can be heap, mound, or stack of
flowers, bananas,cards, and so on. (Hence my division of the list.) What entities
are they that are from time to time a heap, mound, or stack of flowers?
Consideryet anotherlist:
being a bunch of Cs, a cluster of Cs, a bouquet of Cs,.
Nothing can be a bunch,cluster,or bouquetof clay, soup, puddingor coal; something can be a bunch, cluster, or bouquet of flowers, or a bunch or cluster of
bananas, cards, and so on. What entities are they that are from time to time a
bunch, cluster, or bouquet of flowers?
All-fusions, I suggest. A heap or bunch of flowers is the all-fusion of the set
whose members are those flowers, and the all-fusion is (currently)a heap or
bunchbecause of the all-fusion's (current)shape.If someone removes one flower
from your heap or bunch, you no longer have the same heap or bunch:you only
have a properpart of the one you had. If someone removes only one petal of one
flower, you do still have the same heap or bunch: that is because flowers (like
statues) can survive the loss of some of their parts, and a petal (like ALFRED's
left hand) is a part that can be lost.
In sum, the entities that from time to time possess the following shapeconstrainedtemporarypropertiesbeing a puddle, piece, lump of M,.

being a heap, mound, stack of M,.

and
being a heap, mound, stack of Cs,.

being a bunch, cluster, bouquet of

Cs, ...

are all all-fusions, of sets of portions of M on the one hand, of sets of Cs on the
other.
Can we say thatfor any non-empty set of materialobjects S, there is an x that
all-fuses S? No. Suppose S has three members (and thus is non-empty). Suppose
also that there is never a time at which all three exist at once. Then clause (1) of
the definition of all-fusing tells us that if x is the all-fusion of S, there is no time
at which x exists. Thus there is no x that all-fuses S.
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I am inclined to think, however, that we should agree that for any set of material objects S for which thereis a time at which all of its membersexist, thereis
an x that all-fuses S. This idea is not needed for our purposeshere, but I see no
good reason to reject it.9 Accepting it commits us to the existence of some very
queer looking entities, such as, for example, the all-fusion of the chair I am now
sitting on and your car.But why not? The relationof all-fusion is well-defined in
a certain strong sense. (i) The definition tells us when a set's all-fusion in fact
exists andwhatits partsin fact thenare.Moreover,(ii) the definitiontells us when
the set's all-fusion would exist and what its parts would then be in any possible
world you like. (iii) Although we know from the definition that a set may in fact
have no all-fusion, it is clear that any (non-empty) set could have had an allfusion: there is no metaphysical impossibility in the supposition that it does.
Alternativelyput: there is a possible world in which it does.
Suppose, then, that there is a time at which all the members of a set S exist.
Then there is a possible world in which S has an all-fusion. Why not this world?
How could empirical investigation disclose that S doesn't in fact have an allfusion? Is there supposed to be some contingent matter of fact-discoverable,
perhaps,by meticulousscientific investigation-that fixes thatit doesn't?I hardly
think so. So I see no good reason to reject the idea that S has an all-fusion.
5. To returnto where we were. What we had been looking at in section 3 were
pairsof an artifactand a stuff of which it is made at a time t. And I had suggested
that the definition of constituting I supplied yields the result that the stuff constitutesthe artifactat t, from which it follows thatthe artifactdoes not constitute
the stuff at t.
I said that if we think of ourselves as moving down an ontological level from
ALFREDto CLAY,it pays to see thatsimilarthings are to be said when we move
down yet anotherontological level, from CLAY to something else. What something else do I have in mind? I will call it a mass of atoms, to be defined as
follows:
x is a mass of atoms=df for some set of atoms S, x all-fuses 510
Are there such things? I can see no good reason to think there are not.
Now I assume that CLAY is made of atoms, and indeed, that every atom it
is made of at a time is part of it at that time. Let Satoms,CLAY,2PM be the set
whose members are all of the atoms that are parts of CLAY at 2PM. Let ALLSatoms,CLAY,2PMbe the mass of atoms that all-fuses Satoms,CLAY,2PM Consider,now,
ALL-Satoms,CLAY,2PM

=CLAY

Can we accept that thesis? I think we had better not, because of a replacement
argumentlike the one that led us to reject
CLAY =ALFRED.
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For suppose that just before 3PM we replace an atom in CLAY, throwing the
replaced atom on the floor. (You have to use a very tiny spoon to do that.) Then
(7)

ALL-Satoms,CLAY,2PM

is not wholly on the table at 3PM

is true, for something that is still part of ALL-Satoms,CLAY,2PM is on the floor at
3PM. But I think we should agree that
(8) CLAYis wholly on the table at 3PM
is also true,for I think we should agree that CLAYhas undergonea replacement
of a part as ALFRED underwenta replacementof a part when I replacedhis left
hand. It follows that CLAY is not identical with ALL-SatorTs,CLAY,2PM.
Why should we agree that (8) is true? I said in section 3 that there were two
ideas about CLAYthat seemed to me very plausible. The first idea was that any
part of CLAY that is itself a portion of clay cannot be removed from, and hence
cannot be replaced in, CLAY:any such part of CLAY remains a part of CLAY.
The generalizationof that first idea is expressed in the Portionof Clay Principle.
The second idea is that any atom that is part of CLAYcan be replaced in CLAY.
We can have this second idea along with the first only if we agree that no atom
that is part of CLAY is itself a portion of clay; but that is surely obvious.
Of course if too many atoms arereplacedtoo quickly, then we do not have the
originalportionany longer,just as if too muchof ALFREDis replacedtoo quickly,
then we do not have ALFREDany longer.One atom,however,is replaceable,just
as ALFRED's left hand is.
So I take it thatALL-Satoms,CLAY,2PM is not identical with CLAY.What seems
rightis, rather,thatAll-SatOnis CLAY2PM constitutesCLAYat 2PM. Not at 3PM, but
at 2PM. And I think you will see that, given the definitions of all-fusing and
constituting,that is exactly the result we do get.
In sum, we now have three ontological levels represented:
ALFRED
CLAY
ALL-SatOrns,CLAY,2PM

At the top, continuity of shape mattersto the thing's continued existence more
thancontinuityof materialparts:a fortiori,its materialpartscan change while the
thing remains.In the middle, continuityof macro-materialconstitutionmattersto
the thing's continued existence more than continuity of micro-materialparts: a
fortiori, its micro-materialparts can change while the thing remains.At the bottom, only continuity of micro-materialparts matters to the thing's continued
existence:a fortiori,its micro-materialpartscannotchangewhile the thingremains.
A difficulty arises when we turn from clay to certain other stuffs, however.
Clay, after all, is a mixture.What about gold? Suppose we have a chunk of gold;
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call it GOLD. The generalizationof the first idea about CLAY,namely the Portion of Clay Principle, has an analogue for gold:
Portion of Gold Principle:{x is a portion of gold & y is a portion of gold &
(3t)(x<y@t)]}

-e

D(Vt)(yE@t

-e

x<y@t)

The second idea about CLAY also has an analogue for GOLD, namely that any
atom thatis partof GOLD can be replacedin GOLD. Can we accept both of these
ideas? Only if we accept thatno gold atom is itself a portion of gold. Should we?
I initially introducedthe term"portion"in the following way: I said thatfor the
time being, a portion of clay is some clay. It is a quantityof clay. Does it seem
intuitively right to think that a gold atom is some gold, and is a quantityof gold?
Perhapsso. No doubt you don't have much gold if you have only one gold atom,
but perhapswe are inclined to thinkyou do have some. If so, then if we continue
to use the term "portion"as I initially introducedit, we must agree that a gold
atom is a portion of gold. And if we do, something has to go-either the Portion
of Gold Principle,or the idea thatany atom thatis partof GOLD can be replaced
in GOLD.
The ordinaryuse of the term "portion"is heavily context-dependent.If an
atom drifts away from your portionof gold, do you still have the same portion of
gold? You will say no if you are a scientist engaged in an experimentfor which
every atom matters.You will say yes if you are a jeweler about to make a ring.
Similarly,in fact, for clay. If you have just bought a load of clay, and a handful
falls off while you are on your way home, is the portion you have when you get
home the same as the portion you bought?You will say no if you had carefully
measuredand bought exactly as much as you need. You will say yes if loss of a
handful makes no difference to you.
So if we are to use "portion"in a way that is context-independent-as I have
all along meant to do and will continue to do-we have to impose a constraint.
We have to stipulate a use.
I begin with a distinction.Some things arebig enough to be, from time to time,
a piece, puddle, lump, ..., heap, mound, or stack of M. The clay of which ALFRED's left handis made is big enough to be a piece of clay. A cupful of wateris
big enough to be a puddleof water.Otherthings are too small. A gold atom is too
small ever to be a piece of gold. A watermolecule is too small ever to be a puddle
of water.'1
The stipulation,then, is this: "portion"is to be so used that a thing is not a
portion of M unless it can from time to time be a piece, puddle, lump, ..., heap,
mound,or stack of M. In short:unless it can from time to time possess one of the
shape-constrainedtemporarypropertiesI pointedto in section 1, anddiscussed in
the preceding section. This stipulation gives those properties a central role in
fixing what counts for our purposesas a portion of M. But I thinkit is not merely
arbitraryto assign them this role. Among other things, it is only what is large
enough to possess one of those shape-constrainedtemporarypropertiesthat can
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constitute an artifact. (What is large enough to possess one of those properties
may be very small indeed, however; some artifacts,afterall, are themselves very
small.)
The stipulationallows us to retain the Portion of Clay Principle and the Portion of Gold Principlecompatiblywith retainingthe idea thatany atomthatis part
of CLAY or GOLD can be replaced in it. And it allows us to have that a portion
of gold, like a portion of clay, is (not identical with but instead) constitutedat a
time by the all-fusion of the atoms that are parts of it at that time.
Similarly for other stuffs, such as water, coal, soup, pudding, and so on.
6. We now have in hand a definition of the three-placerelation 'x constitutes y
at t'.

We saw in section 3 that it yields that a portion of stuff might constitute an
artifact.(For example, CLAYconstitutesALFREDat 2PM.) Let us now takenote
of the fact thata portionof stuff might constitutesomethingotherthanan artifact.
Suppose that in 1991, a shortsightedMoscow shopkeepermade a portion of tin
into a large bunch of little tin statues of Lenin. Call them lenins; call the tin TIN.
Whatis the bunchof lenins? I suggested in section 4 thatit is the all-fusion of the
set of lenins; call it ALL-Sienins. Then we have:
TIN constitutes ALL-Sieninsin 1991.

(That is true because we can replace one of the lenin's left hand, and after doing
so, thatlenin, andhence ALL-Seninsi remainsbut TIN does not.) So here we have
a portionof stuff thatconstitutesnot an artifactbut the all-fusion of a set of many
artifacts.
There are also cases in which the all-fusion of a set of many artifactsconstitutes an artifact. Being unable to sell his lenins, the shopkeepermight in 1992,
and purely for his own pleasure,make a big tin statueof Lenin out of them-not
by melting them down, but by twisting their little arms and legs together with a
pair of pliers. Call the big statue LENIN. Then we have
ALL-Sieninsconstitutes LENIN in 1992.

(Thatis truebecause we can replace one of the lenins, and afterdoing so, LENIN
does not.) Intuitively,these results are as they should be.
remains,butALL-Sieimins
But can the all-fusion of a set of only one artifactconstitutean artifact?Since
the all-fusion of a set with only one memberis thatone member,we can reputour
question as follows: can an artifactconstitute an artifact?
We can certainly make an artifactout of an artifact.I suspect that in all such
cases, an additionalor different use-or anyway intended use-is required.In
some cases, that by itself suffices, as where we make a desk out of a table. In
others, we also deform one to make another,as where we make a tierackout of a
statue by stretchingits fingers out appropriately.In still others, we add a part.
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Suppose we make a throneout of a chairby addinga gilt crown andcoming to use
it as our throne. Call the chair CHAIR and the throne THRONE.Does CHAIR
now constituteTHRONE?
Since CHAIR and THRONEnow occupy the same place,
(i) CHAIR<THRONE@NOW& THRONE<CHAIR@NOW
is true. Considernow
(ii) There is a z such that z<CHAIR@NOW, and such that z is essential to
CHAIR, and nothing that is part of z at NOW is essential to THRONE.
Suppose that z is a small part of CHAIR now. I said in section 2 that I would
suppose-with ordinarythought-that artifacts can undergo replacement of a
small part.Any artifact,I should think, and any small part.A certain small bit of
its case is now partof my watch; and my watch can undergoreplacementof that
part, and hence can exist at a time without having that part at that time. My
computercan undergoreplacementof its currentdelete key, and hence can exist
at a time without having its currentdelete key at that time. Similarly for my car,
my lawnmower,my telephone, and so on.
It mightbe worth stressthatthis is trueeven of those of an artifact'ssmall parts
thataremoreimportantto it thana small bit of its case is to my watch.Artifactsare
made for a purpose:they have characteristicfunctions. (Hence the importanceto
themof theirshapes.)Thusa watchhas the functionof indicatingthe time. A computerhas the functionof computing.Now my watchhas a small part,a certaincog,
such thatif thatcog were removed andnot replaced,then my watch would no longer be able to indicatethe time. Still, my watch could undergoreplacementof that
cog, andhence can exist at a time withouthavingthatvery cog itself amongits parts
at that time. Similarly for my computer,my car, and so on.
So I think it plain that if z is any small part of any artifactat t, then, however
importantz may be to the functioning of the artifact, the artifact can exist at a
time at which z is not among its parts.12
To return,then, to (ii). We were supposingthatz is a small partof CHAIRnow.
It follows that z is not essential to CHAIR. So (ii) is false for that z.
Suppose, instead, that z is a large part of CHAIR now. We might suppose
CHAIR largely made of a single slab of wood, appropriatelybent, that serves as
both seat and back; call it SLAB. Perhaps SLAB is essential to CHAIR? (Its
being so, if it is, is compatible with its undergoingreplacementof a small part.)
Then how could SLAB fail to be essential to THRONE?
Suppose thatz is not merely a largepartof CHAIRnow but is CHAIR.CHAIR
cannotexist at a time withouthaving CHAIR among its parts at thattime, so this
z is on any view essential to CHAIR.But this z now has a part,namely THRONE,
which is essential to THRONE.
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In sum, (ii) is false, and it follows that CHAIR does not now constitute
THRONE. (Similar reasoning yields that THRONE does not now constitute
CHAIR.)
So what happened when we made a throne out of CHAIR? CHAIR did not
come to constitutea throne(as CLAYcame to constitutea statue);I should think
thatCHAIRinsteadbecame a throne.And when we make a desk out of a table, the
table becomes a desk. Similarly for making a tierackout of a statue.
If that is acceptable, then at least some of what I called artifact-properties
(being a statue, being a chair, being a car, being a ship, and so on) really are
temporaryproperties.In section 1, I drew attentionto the idea that they are temporarypropertiesof portions of stuff, and in section 2, rejected it. But that left
open thatthey aretemporarypropertiesof otherthings. Whathas emergedhere is
that some anyway (being a throne, being a desk, being a tierack) are temporary
propertiesof artifacts.It mightbe worthlooking into the questionwhetherall are,
and if not, why not."3
7. In the precedingsection I arguedthatCHAIRdoes not now constituteTHRONE:
the argumentrelied on CHAIR's failing to meet one of the threeconditions it has
to meet if it is to constitute THRONEnow. Let us now look at a different argument for the conclusion that CHAIR does not now constituteTHRONE.
Some people say thatno two materialobjects can occupy the same place at the
same time. I have made clear enough that I think that is a mistake.14 Many more
people say that while two materialobjects can occupy the same place at the same
time, no two artifactscan-thus:
ArtifactThesis: No two artifactscan occupy the same place at the same time.
If they are right, then since CHAIR and THRONEnow occupy the same place,
CHAIR is THRONE. A fortiori, CHAIR does not now (or at any other time)
constituteTHRONE.
If they are right, then, quite generally,no artifactconstitutesan artifactat any
time. For in orderfor an artifactx to constitutean artifacty at a time t, it has to be
the case that x and y occupy the same place at t. But if x and y occupy the same
place at t-and if, also, the ArtifactThesis is true-then x is identical with y and
a fortiori does not constitute y at any time.
Are they right? Let us look at an argumentto the effect that they are not.
Consider,again, the definition of all-fusion:
x all-fuses S

=df

(1) D(Vt){xE@t
[(3y)(yeS) & (Vy)(yeS -- yE@t)]} &
(2) D(Vt)(Vy){y<x@t
< - [xE@t & yE@t &

-i(3z)[z<y@t

& (Vz')(z'eS

-X

zDz'@t)]]}

We can obtain anothernotion 'fusion' by replacingclause (1). For example, consider what I will call some-fusion, and define as follows:
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x some-fuses S

=df

(1) EI(Vt){xE@t

-

[(3y)(yeS

& yE@t)]} &

(2) .... (as above)....

Do any sets have some-fusions? Well, just as every set with one memberhas an
all-fusion which is identical with the set's one member, so also does every set
with one memberhave a some-fusion, which is identical with the set's one member.What of sets with more thanone member?I suggested in section 4 thatmany
familiar objects-mounds of clay, bunches of flowers-are all-fusions of sets
with more thanone member;are there any familiarobjects that are some-fusions
of sets with more thanone member?I doubtit. In any case, I cannotthinkof any.
Still, why should familiarity matter?I said that all-fusion is well-defined in a
certain strong sense; so also is some-fusion. And how could empiricalinvestigation disclose that a (non-empty)set lacks a some-fusion?
A warningis in order,however, since all-fusion and some-fusion are only the
beginning. Why not also three-fusion?We obtain its definition by making yet
anotherreplacementfor clause (1). Thus x three-fuses a set only if x exists at a
time if and only if three members of the set exist at that time. Analogously for
three-or-more-fusion.Analogously for some-red-fusion:x has this relation to a
set only if x exists at a time if and only if some memberof the set exists andis red
at that time. And then there is two-three-bears-fusion:x has this relation to a set
only if x exists at a time if and only if two membersof the set exist at the time and
threemembershad, before thattime, been eaten by bears.These relationstoo are
well-defined, and why should we accept some of the resulting entities and not
others?15
Accepting all of them commits us to less clutter than at first appears.First,
there are identities among some of them. If a set has three members,and there is
a time at which all of them exist, then it has both an all-fusion and a three-fusion,
and its all-fusion is its three-fusion.Second, there are parthoodrelations among
them. If a set has an all-fusion, then it also has a some-fusion, and thereare times
at which its all-fusion and some-fusion are parts of each other.Third, there are
times at which some constituteothers.Thus suppose thereis a time t at which all
the membersof a set S exist. Then S has an all-fusion and a some-fusion, and its
all-fusion constitutes its some-fusion at t. (I hope this outcome will seem unobjectionable. After all, all-fusions really are more tightly tied to their parts than
some-fusions are.) My own view is that we should accept all of those entities.
(We can think of Reality as like an over-crowdedattic, some of its contents interesting,and most merelyjunk. Thereis no need to deny thejunk; we can simply
leave it to gatherdust.) But I won't arguefor this view. Let us just have a look at
what happensif we accept some-fusions.
Suppose we grant that for any non-empty set, there is something that somefuses it. Considerthe set whose sole membersare Caesar's sword and my chair.
(Which chair do I refer to by "my chair"?It is a chair that came into existence
only recently.) Let us give the name SWORD-CHAIRto the thing that some-
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fuses that set. SWORD-CHAIRexists now, since my chair does. Is it a chair?Of
courseit wasn't alwaysa chair,butisn't it a chairnow?If so, then-since SWORDCHAIR came into existence far earlierthan, and hence is not identical with, my
chair-there are two things, both of them now chairs, both now occupying the
same place. It looks, then, as if the Artifact Thesis has to go.16
There are several ways in which that conclusion can be blocked. A familiar
way is to allow that my chair and SWORD-CHAIRare both now chairs, but to
deny that counting chairs is as straightforwardas might have been thought.We
might say: to count the numberof chairs in a room at a time t, you have to count,
not the numberof things in the room at t thatare chairs at t, but ratherthe number
of sets, each of which has as its members all the things in the room at t that are
chairsat t and thatarepartsof each otherat t. (There is only one set thathas as its
membersall the things in my room now that are chairsnow and are partsof each
other now-that set has my chair and SWORD-CHAIRamong its membershence there is only one chair in my room now.) And we might add that it should
be no surprisethataccepting some-fusions requiresacceptingmore sophisticated
counting-methods.
Anotherpossibilityis to deny thatSWORD-CHAIRis a chairnow. If SWORDCHAIR is a chair now, it became a chair,for it wasn't always a chair.Moreover,
it became a chair simply because some other chair (namely my chair) came into
existence. Now it does seem plausible to suppose thatnothingcan become a chair
simply because some other chair comes into existence-at least as plausible as
that every non-empty set has a some-fusion. And if that is right, then SWORDCHAIR did not become a chair:while it now has a chair among its parts, it is not
itself a chair now.17
Thereis obviously more to be said aboutthese matters.But I doubtthatany of
the more that has to be said would yield compelling reason-reason it would be
unreasonableto resist-for rejectingthe ArtifactThesis. (Orat least for rejecting
what its friends intend by it.) My concern has been merely to point to a kind of
considerationthat friends of that thesis have not addressed themselves to but
should.
8. In any case, we now have in hand an analysis of constituting.Threethings call
for brief mention.
First, the highest ontological level I describedis that of artifacts,and it might
well be asked whetherthere is a level above them-above them as artifacts are
above portionsof stuff and portions of stuff above masses of atoms. What would
they be like? We have to suppose them to be even less tightly tied to their parts
thanartifactsare.Are they to be thoughtto float entirelyfree of theirparts?What,
then, could be thought to fix their paths throughtime, or even to mark one off
from another?The cluster of issues that arise here might be worth looking into:
they might have an interestingbearingon the difficulties (describedin section 2)
having to do with limits on replacementsof parts in artifacts.
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Second, I have been concerned throughoutwith artifacts and the things that
constitute them, and have therefore said nothing at all about living creatures.I
take cats and people to be their bodies, and hence not to be constitutedby their
bodies; but their bodies are surely constituted from time to time by this or that
portion of flesh, just as a statue may be constitutedfrom time to time by this or
that portion of clay. I think that the definition of constitutingthat I supplied will
be found to work for feline and human bodies too-as also for many nonartifactualbut non-living things-but I lack space to discuss the matter.
Third,it may have been noticed that I have said nothing at all about temporal
parts of materialobjects. According to the metaphysicof temporalparts (MTP),
every materialobject is the fusion of its temporal slices. I had two reasons for
bypassing that idea.
(i) it is unclearwhat MTP means. Unclear in two ways. (ia) Suppose CHAIR
is a chair that existed at a given time-point, say 2PM. What is its 2PM temporal
slice? We know that it is supposed to be the x such that x and its parts exist only
at 2PM, and x and CHAIR are parts of each other at 2PM. Could x have lasted
longer than it did in fact last? Could it have been red instead of brown? Proponents of MTP have to go on to stipulateanswers, for "temporalslice" is not here
well-defined in the sense I drew attentionto-what I just wrote gives no modal
informationat all abouttemporalslices-and we have no modal intuitionsto pick
up the slack. (Standardly,I think, proponents of MTP stipulate that temporal
slices of a thing couldn't have lasted for more than a time-point, but could have
been red instead of brown.)
(ib) What is the relevant fusion-relation?All-fusion is obviously not on the
cards; what about some-fusion? This question can't be answered until a prior
question is answered. It is plain enough that any chair, and thus CHAIR in
particular,could have lasted for a longer or shorter time than it does in fact
last. How are proponents of MTP to accommodate that modal fact? One possibility is for them to say that CHAIR has some temporal slices in some possible worlds that it lacks in others. If they say this, then they cannot have that
CHAIR is the some-fusion of its temporalslices: they have to opt for a modalized version (which?) of one or other of the temporaryfusion-relationsI mentioned in note 15 (which?). (And given temporaryfusion-relations,it is hard to
see what is gained by helping oneself to temporal slices as well.) A second
possibility is for them to say that CHAIR has the same temporal slices in all
possible worlds in which it exists, but-despite the slices' being temporally
point-thick in all possible worlds-they spread over longer or shorter periods
of time in different worlds.18 (Thus perhaps that every pair of CHAIR's temporal slices are temporally further apart in nonactual world alpha, and temporally closer together in nonactual world beta, than they are in this world.) If
proponentsof MTP say this, then they can have that CHAIR is the some-fusion
of its temporal slices. Perhaps there are other possibilities too. Which should
they choose? (Is that really an interesting question?)
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My second reasonfor bypassingMTP,(ii) is thatit helps not a bit in solving the
problemof the statueandthe clay. Thatis because what makes the problema hard
one, andconstrainswhatcan count as a solution to it, is ourmodal intuitionsabout
ordinary,familiar,three-dimensionalportionsof stuff and artifacts.Thatis where
we have to begin, andwhathas to be respectedthroughout.I am surethatthe story
we arriveat (whethermine or anyone else' s) can-given enough ingenuity-be
translatedinto a modalized language of temporalparts. But I see no good reason
to think the enterprisewould pay.19
Notes
'Ali AkhtarKazmi (among others) asks an analogue of this question in (1996, section V).
2The statue of David in Florence is not merely a statue: it is also a genuine Michaelangelo. The
statue would survive the loss of a hand, and would still be, after the loss, a genuine Michaelangelo.
The statue would go on to survive insertion of a new hand (by Bloggs, as it might be), but after the
insertion, the statue would no longer be a genuine Michaelangelo. In sum, being a genuine Michaelangelo is a temporaryproperty.(For discussion of subtleties that I must bypass, see Elgin (1994).)
The point here is not restrictedto works of high art: any artifact will do. If I knit you a sweater, the
result is a sweater made by JJT.It is so still after the collar unravels. It is still a sweater after you
replace the collar, but not a sweater (wholly) made by JJT.
3Among the consequences of (ii) is
(iii) x is part of x at t -> x exists at t,
which has counterintuitiveconsequences:for example, it yields that since Caesardoes not now exist,
he is not now partof himself. Unfortunately,the alternativesto convention (ii) are intuitivelyno better
and are markedlymessier.
(i) and (iii) jointly yield
(iv) x exists at t < x is part of x at t,
which permits elimination of the predicate"exists at t". See note 7.
4Acceptingthe ideas I am arguingfor obviously requiresrejectingthe Calculus of Individualsas
standardlyinterpreted,since according to its standardinterpretation,parthoodis an atemporaltwoplace relation and mutualparthoodsuffices for identity.See Leonard& Goodman (1940). A temporalized, modalized identity-thesisis suggested in Thomson (1983), and appearsin note 8.
5Some people arguein the following way against the possibility thattwo materialobjects can occupy the same space at a time. Suppose ALFRED is on a scale at 2PM, and weighs ten pounds then.
CLAY,by hypothesis,weighed ten poundsat 9AM, andwe may supposeit still does at 2PM. Since ALFREDis on the scale at 2PM, andCLAYoccupies the same space at thattime, CLAYtoo is on the scale
at thattime. But if ALFREDis not identicalwith CLAY,then the scale shouldreadtwenty pounds,not
ten-and it doesn't. (See, for example, Lewis (1986, p. 252) and Zimmerman(1995, p. 89).) But why
should the scale read twenty pounds when ALFRED and CLAYare both on it? The two are not identical, butthey arenot discretefromeach other:each is partof the other.ALFRED'sleft handis still part
of ALFREDat2PM;supposethatit weighs six ounces at2PM.Expectingthe scale to readtwentypounds
at 2PM when ALFREDand CLAYareboth on it is about as sensible as expecting the scale to readten
pounds six ounces at 2PM when ALFRED and his left hand are both on it.
Anotherkind of argumentagainst the possibility that two materialobjects can occupy the same
space at a time relies on the premise that if x and y are materialobjects, then if x and y do not differ
in theirintrinsic(orphysical or qualitative)propertiesat a time t, then they do not differ in theirmodal
propertieseither. (More briefly put: the modal supervenes on the intrinsic.) Here, then, is the argument. By hypothesis,ALFRED and CLAYoccupy the same space at 2PM, and hence have the same
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parts at 2PM. It follows thatthey do not differ in their intrinsicpropertiesat 2PM. Therefore-given
the premise-they do not differ in their modal properties.It follows that they are identical. (See, for
example, Burke (1992), Zimmerman(1995, pp. 87-90), and Levey (1997).)
Should we accept that premise? Well, what do its friends have in mind by "intrinsic"?They
standardlyleave this to intuition,and thatmakes for trouble.After all, undera familiarunderstanding
of intrinsicality,two things can perfectly well sharetheir intrinsicpropertiesat a time, and yet, since
they are two, differ in theirmodal properties.Considertwo ChevroletsA and B, A in my garage, B in
yours. They may well share their intrinsic properties now; but while it may be the case that they
thereforeshare some of theirmodal properties-indeed, I suspect it is the thoughtthatthey therefore
must share some that is responsible for the initial plausibility of the premise-they certainly do not
shareall. (For a familiarkind of example, A can, and B cannot,undergoreplacementof a partwithout
B's doing so.)
"Ah, but I didn't mean by intrinsic what you mean by it. I meant to include parthoodrelations.
Thatis what is crucialto my argument:ALFREDand CLAYhave the same partsat 2PM!"But if that
is what is crucial, then thatis what is doing the work. So you might as well have argued,more simply,
that since ALFRED and CLAYshareall theirparts at 2PM, it follows that they do not differ modally,
and hence that they are identical. But this idea is not at all obvious. Why should it be thoughtthat if
x and y share all theirparts at one time, it follows that they must at all times? This is what was itself
to be argued for, not merely asserted.
6In an earlier draft,I defined constitutingmore simply as the conjunctionof clauses (1) and (2).
I did not at the time see that certain of the ratherqueer looking entities of the kind I described in
section 4 would make troublefor thatdefinition. (See note 9 for an example.) I am indebtedto James
Pryor for drawing my attention to the trouble, and to Ralph Wedgwood for suggesting that I add
condition (3), which I think eliminates it.
7I proposed to analyze constituting wholly in terms of parthood with the help of a few modal
operators.But what of that predicate "xE@t"that appears in the definiens? Given housekeeping
conventions (i) and (ii), it is itself definable in terms of parthood-see note 3.
81fwe help ourselves to what I take to be a very plausible identity-thesis, namely
x = y

-

EI(Vt){(xE@t v yE@t) -> [x<y@t

& y<x@t]},

then we can conclude that if x all-fuses S, then x uniquely all-fuses S.
The idea for all-fusion is suggested by Locke's remarksaboutwhat he calls masses of atoms-for
a familiarquotation,see note 10-and by some of Peter Simons' remarksaboutwhat he calls masses
in Simons (1987).
Kit Fine has recently drawnattentionto differences between what he calls compounds and what
he calls aggregates;see Fine (1994). The compoundof a set S, like the all-fusion of S, exists when and
only when all members of S exist, so compounds and all-fusions share existence condition (1). But
Fine believes thatthere is no one relation 'part'on materialobjects: he takes there to be two, namely
'compound-part'and 'aggregate-part',and neitheris a temporaryrelation. I regretnot having space
to discuss these ideas. (I am not at all sure I have fully understoodthem.) In any case, compoundsand
all-fusions do not shareparthoodcondition (2). There is a similar differencebetween aggregatesand
what I will later call some-fusions.
9Giventhis idea, the simplerdefinition of constitutingI mentionedin note 6 will not do. Let Fl be
the all-fusion of my chair and its left front leg and F2 be the all-fusion of my chair and its right front
leg. Fl is now part of F2 and F2 is now part of Fl, so Fl and F2 meet condition (1) on constituting.
Fl now has a part essential to it, no part of which is essential to F2. (The chair's left front leg is
essential to F1, but I presumethatthatleg could be replacedin the chair,and thus thatneitherthatleg
nor any of its parts is essential to F2.) So Fl and F2 meet condition (2) on constituting. If the conjunction of (1) and (2) sufficed, it would follow that Fl now constitutes F2. Unfortunately,similar
reasoning would yield that F2 now constitutes Fl. Adding condition (3) blocks both outcomes. And
intuitively, they should both be blocked: intuitively, neither Fl nor F2 now constitutes the otherneitheris ontologically below the other.
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Aproblemthatariseshereis this. Suppose we grantthattherearesuch things as F1 andF2. Are they
both chairs?If they are,then therearenot only threethings, therearethreechairscurrentlyoccupying
the same place: my chair,Fl, and F2. Can that be so? We returnto this question in section 7.
l?My definition does not captureexactly what Locke had in mind. Locke said: "...if two or more
atoms be joined togetherinto the same mass, ...whilst they exist united together,the mass, consisting
of the same atoms, must be the same mass, ...let the partsbe ever so differentlyjumbled. But if one of
these atoms be takenaway, or any new one added, it is no longer the same mass...." I interpretLocke
as meaning that a mass of atoms (in his sense) continues to exist only while the atoms are "united
together";that is not among the existence conditions of a mass of atoms in my sense.
l 'Comparethe fact that the all-fusion of the set whose sole member is one flower is 'too small'
(contains too few flowers) ever to be a bunch, cluster, or bouquet of flowers.
12Some of the terms we use to refer to artifactsmay mislead us into thinkingotherwise. Suppose
I put a small paintinginto a large frame;can thatframedpaintingexist at a time at which the painting
(thatvery painting)is not partof it? Intuitively,no. But thatis surely because a framedpaintingis the
painting-the painting is now a framed painting because it happens, now, to be in a frame-and a
painting cannot exist without having itself among its parts. Similarly for a mounted medal and a
potted plastic geranium.(Similarly for a potted geranium,but that example is irrelevanthere, since
a geraniumis not an artifact.) Similarly, I should think, for a deskclock, which I take to be a clock
mounted on or embedded in a stand suitable for use on a desk. (I am indebted to Alex Byrne for
"deskclock".)
13Are any artifact-propertiestemporaryproperties of other things besides artifacts? Peter van
Inwagen had the delightful fantasy that we have a very long thin snake, which we weave into a
hammock.(We are somehow able to persuadeit to stay put.) See van Inwagen (1990). Here a living
creatureacquires an artifact-property.
14Thewell-known problem aboutTibbles the cat does not turnon the fact thatTibbles is a cat, so
let us suppose it is a clay statueof a cat. We are invited to suppose first thatTib is the materialobject
that, at 2PM, occupies the space occupied, at 2PM, by all of Tibbles except its tail. Shortly before
3PM, someone breaks off Tibbles' tail. At 3PM, Tibbles-having lost its tail-occupies the same
space as Tib does. We are then invited, second, to agree that no two materialobjects can occupy the
same space at a time. It follows thatTibbles is identical with Tib. But of course it is not, for Tibbles's
tail was once part of Tibbles but was never part of Tib. So something has to give. What should give?
Well, we should refuse the second invitation: we should refuse to agree that no two material
objects can occupy the same space at a time, for a portion of stuff and an artifactand a all-fusion of
atomsand an all-fusion of artifactscan all occupy the same space at the same time. But this means that
we should refuse the first invitation too. There is no such thing as the materialobject that, at 2PM,
occupies the space occupied, at 2PM, by all of Tibbles except its tail. There are at least two material
objects thatoccupy that space at that time: a portion of clay and an all-fusion of atoms. So "Tib"was
not even well-defined.
Thereis a largerlesson in the offing here. Many people are in the habitof inviting us to attendfirst
to (as it might be) a statueor a car, and second to (as they put it) the left-handhalf of the statue, or the
Whatentities arethose?Whatwarrantsthose occurrencesof "the"?
rest-of-the-car-other-than-its-tires.
15And this is only one kind of fusion relation. The fusion-relationsdiscussed in the text are not
temporaryrelations:if x has one of them to a set, there is no time at which x does not have it to that
set. But therearealso temporaryfusion-relations:a thing can have a temporaryfusion-relationto a set
at one time and not have it to thatset at a differenttime. These ideas arediscussed in Thomson (1983).
16And it also looks as if all artifactpropertiesare temporaryproperties.For consider any currently
existing artifactx, of any kind K you like. Considerthe set whose membersare Caesarand x; call its
some-fusion CAESAR-X. If SWORD-CHAIRis now a chair,then surely CAESAR-X is now a K. It
wasn't a K in 44BC, but it is one now.
17I think it even more plausible to suppose that no chair has one of its legs essentially. If that is
right, then the all-fusions Fl and F2 of note 9 are also not chairs, and the fact that they and my chair
currentlyoccupy the same place does not count against the Artifact Thesis.
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181am indebtedto an anonymousreferee for Nous for this clever idea.
191am gratefulto the membersof the MITPhilosophy Discussion Groupfor criticismof an earlier
draft-in particular,to James Pryorand RalphWedgwood. I also thankRichardL. Cartwright,Catherine Z. Elgin, Anthony Gray,James Pryor,and two anonymous referees for Noas for helpful comments on materialin later drafts.
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